Winter NAMM 2009 was a Blast

Anaheim was in all its glory for the 2009 Winter NAMM show. The ISP Technologies booth was really jumping with both old and new friends.

Ethan Brosch, who played for ISP Summer NAMM 2008, came back to keep the sound going for the Winter Bash. While playing through the ISP Theta Head and Vector Cabinet, Ethan keep the booth crowded with on lookers who loved his sound.

Steve Lukather stopped by to stir things up and see how his signature Vector SL has been doing for the company. Greg Noll, another ISP endorser, flipped out to meet one of his guitar heroes in Luke. Everyone did a little noodling and had a great time. It's always awesome to have great musicians play with your gear. Christian Olde Wolbers also dropped by to do a signing and to talk up the Vector SL and Decimator Pro Rack G...two items he can't live without!

While there have been downturns in the economy, the NAMM show was packed and everyone seemed very optimistic. ISP had a great show, with many new contacts and good orders. Thanks to everyone who stopped by the booth. Here's to a great 2009!